Integrated MedCraft (IMC) is a small U.S. business that specializes in providing a diverse range of medical logistic solutions to the U.S. Department of Defense (DOD), U.S. Government Agencies (USG) offices, commands, non-government organizations and select private firms.

As an agile, highly capable small business, operating in several cost burdened government verticals, we pride ourself on being a “Complete Solution” across multiple medical specialties including:

- Tactical Combat Casualty Care (TCCC)
- Prolonged Field Care (PFC)
- Deployed Medicine
- Survival

**Leadership**

Our executive team brings over 22 years of medical industry knowledge, that has been focused nearly exclusively in supporting the U.S. Federal Government. Our leadership team brings extensive product knowledge to our customers and we are unmatched in our ability to solve our customer’s biggest problems.

**Core Capabilities**

Integrated MedCraft prides itself on being an organization that partners with both our Customers and Vendors. We are more than just a small company, we are a network of patriotic, solution providers that are driven to introduce quality medical devices and therapies to market. We are motivated by you, our customer…

IMC is capable of fulfilling a full line of medical products, therapies and solutions that you require to complete your mission.

**Better Patient Care Forward**

“Integrated MedCraft is a certified Small Business Administration- Woman Owned Small Business (WOSB)”
Product Capabilities

Integrated MedCraft LLC is capable of delivering a wide range of medical devices and therapies. With over 22 years of relevant medical device experience, we are capable of delivering the products you need.

Relavant NAICS Code:
423450: Medical, Dental, and Hospital Equipment and Supplies
Merchant Wholesalers

Relavant SIC Code:
5047: Medical, Dental, and Hospital Equipment and Supplies
3826: Laboratory Analytical Instruments
3841: Surgical and Medical Instruments and Apparatus

FSC Codes:
6515: Medical and Surgical Instruments, Equipment and Supplies
6510: Surgical Dressing Materials
6520: Dental Instruments, Equipment and Supplies
6530: Hospital Furniture, Equipment, Utensils and Supplies
6545: Medical Sets, Kits and Outfits

Medical Kitting Capabilities

Integrated MedCraft LLC is proud to bring the Forward line of procedure kits and deployment loud-outs to market. Capabilities include: vacuum sealed procedure kits, medical supply load outs, and sterile kits and trays.

Certifications and Expertise:
- ISO 13485 Certified
- FDA Good Manufacturing Practices
- Lot Number tracking to the item level

Capabilities
- Sterile Trays
- Vacuum Seal Kits
- Deployment Kits and Bundles
Federal Contracts

Distribution and Pricing Agreement (DAPA)

Medical / Surgical DAPA:
SP0200-18-H-0034

Equipment DAPA:
SP0200-18-H-0045

ECAT
Submitted and Pending Award

Federal Supply Schedule
Submitted and Pending Award

Company Information

Mailing Address:
Integrated MedCraft
182 Waterhole Rd
Colchester CT 06415

Remittance Address:
Integrated MedCraft
182 Waterhole Rd
Colchester CT 06415

Cage Code:
7YLA3

TIN:
82-2819181

DUNS:
107523667

Website:
www.integratedmc.com

Phone:
855.752.1011

Email:
info@integratedmc.com